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Abstract 
 

Within the framework of the CERN RD50 and WODEAN 

collaboration, it is extensively ongoing to investigate the 

effect of microscopic defects in irradiated detectors on the 

macroscopic performance of Si detectors at HL-LHC. It is 

new out come from CERN RD50; n-MCZ Si is a good 

candidate for mixed irradiation.  In this paper, four level 

deep traps i.e. E5, H152K, E30K with CiOi n-MCZ radiation 

damage model is used to study bulk radiation effects in the 

neutron irradiated n-type MCz Si detector using Synopsys T-

CAD two - dimensional device simulator. The present device 

modelling is based on the emission- capture dynamics of deep 

level traps and calculations performed its related deep trap 

parameters’ like occupancy of traps, effective doping 

concentration, leakage current for each fluences. In ISE T-

CAD DESSIS, Shockley-Read-Hall recombination (SRH) 

statistics mainly describes the recombination through deep 

level traps and also various physical models by means of bulk 

traps, coupled defects level recombination (CDL), impact 

ionization model etc. is used for understanding of double 

peak electric field distribution, space charge, charge 

exchange, and leakage current in neutron irradiated Si 

detectors. 
 

        Keywords: Simulation, n-type MCz Si, modeling, radiating damage,  

        deep trap. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 
 

Within the framework of the CERN RD50 & WODEAN collaboration, many physicists have 

used the TCAD device simulator for the designing of radiation-hard Si detectors for the HL-

LHC. In particular, TCAD device simulation is an inexpensive method to understand the Si 
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detector performance in various harsh radiation environments. In irradiated Si sensors, deep 

traps are the main source for the increase of generation leakage current and shot noise in the 

readout electronics [1-3]. Knowledge of the various types of donors & acceptors type deep 

traps in Si detectors after as-irradiation and long-term annealing is of great prominence for the 

designing of good radiation hard Si detectors for the HL-LHC fluences [4-5]. Various 

numerical modelling approaches have been made for n-type and p-type Fz material for the 

understanding of experimental behaviors of current-voltage (I/V), capacitance-voltage (C/V) , 

and charge collection efficiency (CCE) [6-8]. In the present work, for the very first time we 

have used our four level newly determined deep level traps i.e. E5 (Acceptor trap, EC0.46 

eV), H152K (Acceptor trap, EV+0.42 eV), E30K (Shallow Donor trap, EC0.10 eV ) with 

CiOi (Donor trap, EV+0.36 eV) in n-type MCz Si Pad detectors for the understanding of 

microscopic defect on macroscopic parameters of irradiated PAD Si detectors. The resulting 

analysis is validated and calibrated with the experimental data available in the literatures [9-

12]. The paper is organized as follows: section II describes the charge exchange & deep traps 

in irradiated Si detectors. In Section III, sensor design & device model descriptions are 

presented. In the section IV, numerical modeling of radiation damage effects in the Si 

detector is shown. Section V describes the simulation results and discussions. Conclusions are 

eventually drawn in the section VI. 

 

2.  Charge Exchange & Deep traps in Irradiated Si detectors 

 

In irradiated Si detector, dense deep trap defect agglomerations are formed, resulting in 

disordered regions usually referred as “clusters of deep trap defects” [13-14]. Those are very 

small tiny regions that can have diameter of the order of 10-12 nm. That may contain 

extremely high defect concentrations of trap defect (≈1019 cm−3), which may result of direct 

charge exchange between deep levels traps. 

In the charge exchange between deep trap level results in enhanced generation rates as 

expected, which are responsible for an increase in the generation leakage current due to 

change its effective generation life time [11,13] and also change in effective doping 

concentration of the bulk [13]. 

For better understanding of the TCAD simulation of radiation damage effects on detector 

performance, identification of deep trap in n-type Fz, p-type Fz, n-type DOFz, p-type DOFz, 

n-type CZ, p-type Cz, n-type MCz, and p-type MCz Si detector irradiated with different 

radiations are required. The knowledge of microscopic defects in irradiated detectors in as-
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irradiated and long term annealed samples should be well determined in order to understand 

I/V (leakage current), C/V (full depletion voltage) , Double Peak Electric Field (DP E-Field) 

distribution, and charge collection behavior 

 

3. Sensor Design and Device Model 

 
 

For simulation of radiation damage effects, we have used a PAD Si detector of width 200 μm 

and device depth 280 μm as shown in Fig.1.  The area of p+ diode was set to normalized to 

0.25 cm2. The p+ implant depth is 1 μm deep with a doping concentration of NA=5x 1019cm−3 

on a high resistivity n-type substrate (ND =4.94×1012 cm−3). The device has a guard-ring of 

width 100 μm and depth 1 μm, with a peak doping concentration of NA=5 x 1019 cm−3 and 

back side implantation with a doping of ND=5x 1019cm−3. The outer surface regions of PAD 

detector without p+ implantation are covered with dielectric (oxide) passivation layers. The 

fixed charge that forms in Si detectors at the Si-SiO2 interface is modeled by a fixed oxide 

charge, which was set to 1012 cm-2 in the simulations. 

In all simulations, the simulation was set to room temperature of 300K. The devices were 

irradiated with neutron equivalent fluences  (Ф eq. – equivalent to 1MeV) of 5 x 1013 , 1 x 1014  

and 3 x 1014 neq./cm2.  

 

Figure.1: Cross-section of PAD Si detector structures used in the present 
simulation work. 
 

4. Numerical Modeling of Radiation Damage 

 

Our ISE TCAD DESSIS simulation include a SRH Generation-Recombination model that 

takes into account the presence of multiple deep level taps in the band gap of Si, default 

Impact Ionization Model has been used to account for impact ionization in our simulations, 

and coupled defects level recombination (CDL) is used for understanding of DP E-Field, 

space charge, and leakage current in neutron irradiated Si detectors [14].  
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In this paper, four level deep traps i.e. E5, H152K, E30K with CiOi n-MCZ radiation damage 

model [12] is used to study bulk radiation effects in the neutron irradiated n-type MCz Si 

detector using Synopsys T-CAD two - dimensional device simulator. This model is in good 

aggrement with the experimental data and SRH theoretical expressions [10, 12], [15]. 

 

5. Simulation Results and Discussions 
 

In this section, we have presented our results on space charge distribution, effect of E5 cluster 

on I/V, charge exchange effect in neutron irradiated n-MCz Si detector, and finally an 

evolution of DP E-field in irradiated Si detector using TCAD Synopsys DESSIS device 

simulator. 

 

A. Space Charge Distribution 
 

 It has been found that PAD Si detectors are type inverted at the fluence of 1 x 1014 neq./cm2 . 

To understand the type inversion effect in PAD Si detector, we have shown the space charges 

in the PAD Si detector at two fluences i.e. 5 x 1013 neq./cm2 , 1x 1014 neq./cm2 in Fig.2. 

It is observed that the detectors are type inverted at 1 x 1014 neq. /cm2 this is because of that 

high defect concentration of traps at very high fluence that will make negative effective 

doping space charge in n-type MCz Si sensor. 

For better understanding of radiation damage effects in neutron irradiated PAD n-type MCz 

Si detector, we have chosen this fluence 1 x 1014 neq./cm2 to see the E5 cluster effect on I/V, 

charge exchange mechanism effect,  and DP E-Field distribution.  

 

Figure. 2: Space charges in PAD Si detector (a) 5 x 1013 neq./cm2 (b) 1x 1014 
neq./cm2. 
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B. Effect of E5 Cluster on I/V 

 Fig.3 shows the leakage current response versus bias voltage at a fluence of 1 x 1014 neq. /cm2. 

It has been found that E5 (EC0.46 eV, near to midgap of silicon) cluster has significant 

portion of total current on p+ PAD Si detector in the presence of four deep trap defects i.e. E5, 

H152K, E30K with CiOi in neutron irradiated n-MCZ Si detector. 

 

Figure.3: Leakage current versus bias voltage at a fluence of 1 x 1014 n eq. /cm2. 

C. Charge Exchange Effect 

There is no charge exchange is observed between the acceptor E5 locates at Ec-0.46 eV and 

acceptor H152K which lies at Ev+0.42 eV. Both acceptor traps are located near to band gap of 

silicon and it may cause of the charge exchange effect between these traps. Vacancy related 

cluster (V2) already shown the charge exchange effect between V2- E70. The tendency 

of both traps E5 and H152K that describes the macroscopic behavior in n-type MCz Si sensor 

are taken into account. 
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To understand charge exchange effect, CDL model include in the simulation program for 

trap-trap interaction. It is clear that there is no change exchange effect is observed between  

E5 (-/0) ---- H152 K(0/-) )  thus there is no change in leakage current (Fig.4). 

 

 

 

Figure.4: Leakage current versus bias voltage at a fluence of 1 x 1014 neq./cm2 
with CDL and no CDL model. 

 

D. Effect of Generation Lifetime on Space Charges, Double Peak (DP) E-Field profile  

In this section, we have correlated the DP E-field distribution [12] with space charge 

distribution for two-generation life time in the presence of four deep trap in n-type MCz PAD 

Si detector (4.5 x 10-7 and 4.5 x 10-9 sec.).   
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It is already shown that DP E-field is observed at a fluence of 1 x 1014 neq./cm2 and the 

magnitude of electric field changes with the generation life time specially in the rear side of 

contact i.e. back side of sensor and in the active region of the detector.  

It is noted that for the different generation lifetime, different space charge distribution is also 

observed in neutron irradiated n MCz,. It is found that after type inversion, positive space 

charge region correspond to active base region at two different generation lifetime. In active 

base region, very low electric field 100-1000V/cm is achieved for different generation 

lifetime.  

   (b) 

Figure.6: EF and space charge distribution versus depth at fluence of 1 x 1014 

neq./cm2. 
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6. Conclusions 
 

In this paper, we have used first level n-MCz four level deep trap model to understand the bulk 

radiation damage behavior in neutron irradiated n-MCz Si detector. For the very first time, we 

have shown the origin of double peak electric field distribution, space charge distribution in 

the presence of deep traps at different neutron fluences, and leakage current behavior due to 

E5 cluster effect in neutron irradiated n-MCz Si detector. 
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